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This report’s primary purpose is to illustrate how the low-cost gym sector
is emerging internationally. The report draws on some of the strategic
analysis from my 2010 UK Low-cost Gym Sector Report because it remains
vital that readers comprehend what is driving this trend. The report also
captures considerably more consumer insight than my last report, including
member attitudes towards the low-cost experience and likelihood to
recommend to friends and colleagues.

Oxygen Consulting –
compelling strategic
business insight for
organisations connected
to the global health and
fitness industry

The report contains a series of interviews, both from people inside and
outside the health and fitness club industry. The outside sector interviews
help to put the emergence of low-cost gyms into a wider societal context,
while the club CEO interviews discuss strategic and operational execution.
The report captures data on the leading international low-cost gym
brands, but no membership numbers. This is because I prefer to focus on
data that can be independently verified. I intend updating this report and
would welcome suggestions for expanding the scope of future editions.
Currency. The United States dollar (USD) is used throughout this report.
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Ray Algar
Managing Director Oxygen Consulting

Welcome to the 2011 Global Low-cost Gym Sector Report
Welcome to the 2011 Global
Low-cost Gym Sector Report,
supported by Precor. This report
follows a UK study of the low-cost
gym sector report that I undertook
during early 2010. 1 I detect
a strong sense of excitement
around this sector from numerous
stakeholders including consumers,
new industry entrants, finance
community, industry suppliers and
from some ‘legacy gyms’ looking
to re-invent themselves. Legacy
gyms are those clubs that pre-date
the arrival of low-cost gyms.

Following the publication of my
UK low-cost report, I received
comments from individuals
connected to the global health
and fitness industry and many
were asking a similar question:
will or could the low-cost gym
sector emerge in my country?
I found this a very insightful
question. Here was an individual
based, for example, in India,
reading a report about the
emergence of low-cost gyms in
the UK and using it to explore an
opportunity on a continent 7,000
kilometres away.

So, this report is an attempt to
capture how the low-cost gym
segment is emerging internationally.
This is an ambitious report and
I welcome all readers to visit my
website and leave comments on
how future editions of this report
can be developed. 2

RAY ALGAR MBA
Managing Director, Oxygen Consulting

1. 2010 UK Low-cost Gym Sector Report – see oxygen-consulting.co.uk/insights
2. Visit oxygen-consulting.co.uk/think-tank
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Doug Johns
VP – Global Marketing
and Product Management

Foreword by Precor
Welcome to the 2011 Global
Low-cost Gym Sector Report.
Our first sponsorship of Ray’s
work was in early 2010 with a
report focused on low-cost gyms
in the UK. Despite the regional
focus of the report we found gym
operators from around the world
eager to review the findings and
engage in follow-up conversations
about low-cost gyms on Ray’s blog
and report forum. Further, the
readership was very wide-ranging,
from entrepreneurs considering
opening a low-cost gym to
owners of established premium
health clubs looking for ways to

differentiate themselves from
their new competitors. It is in that
spirit of broad education about
low-cost gyms that Precor is proud
to support this new research for
the benefit of the entire industry.
As you read the report findings
it will become clear that successful
low-cost gyms are not just gyms
with enticingly low membership
fees. They are gyms that have
identified unmet needs within the
population of potential members
and structured both their customer
offering and business systems to
meet those needs. Low prices are
only part of their model. Premium

fitness equipment to attract and
retain members and a heavy use
of networked technologies to
efficiently manage the business are
examples of other core components.
The low-cost model is proven and
will be a permanent fixture in our
industry. It is in everyone’s best
interest to understand it better.
Please enjoy the report and consider
sharing your own observations on
the report forum. 3

Doug Johns
VP – Global Marketing and
Product Management

3. oxygen-consulting.co.uk/think-tank
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< INTRODUCTION >
When I wrote my last low-cost gym
sector report, I started by writing that
the health club market was undergoing
an exciting period of change.

Eighteen months later and the sense of change is
very evident. I often discuss and write about low-cost
gyms as ‘emerging’, but in the United States, they
have successfully operated for nearly two decades. 4
The low-cost gym sector now feels more tangible,
more real, to an increasing number of people who
have moved beyond ‘discussing’ to ‘experiencing’
and that could be as an investor, supplier, operator,
user or competitor.

4. Planet Fitness launched in 1992
Back to
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Definition of a Low-cost Gym
I believe that an ‘authentic’5 low-cost gym
has the following characteristics:
It is the presence of these five characteristics
that helps to create a new and exciting consumer
proposition that fundamentally ‘disrupts’ the rules
upon which the industry was first built. I appreciate
that it is not always possible to achieve all five of
these characteristics because sometimes a law may
prohibit 24-hour opening or higher levels of staff
supervision must be provided in place of remote
camera surveillance. However, the essence of these
characteristics are present. This means that an
existing ‘mid —market’ club offering a wide range
of facilities and services that suddenly decides to
reduce its membership fees to match those of a new
low-cost gym, is not a low-cost gym; it is simply the
same club with a different pricing strategy. This
is because a low-cost strategy is not simply about
pricing, but more an all-embracing organisational
philosophy. A fundamental part of that philosophy
involves the difficult decision around what is critically
core to the proposition and what is ‘frivolous’; it asks
the question: what do we include and what do we
leave out?

Min 50% lower
than average
country price
point

Scope to
operate
24 hours

Heavy
technology
and web use

DEFINITION
OF A LOW-COST
GYM

Ability to
operate club
with a single
person

Gym-only
proposition

Figure 1: Definition of a low-cost gym. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

5. ‘Authentic’ means following a strategic and all-encompassing approach
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Low-cost gym – facility proposition
Broad facility focus
Well-equipped gym

Showers

For example, Rasmus Ingerslev, CEO of
Fresh Fitness, the low-cost gym operator
in Denmark when developing his business
categorically believed that group
exercise had to be a part of the consumer
proposition. However, rather than looking
back inside the club industry for a solution,
technology was developed to deliver a
virtual class programme.

Tanning

Locker Room

Vending

Narrow facility focus

Juice bar

Group Exercise

Others may decide to include tanning
or massage chairs. This creates slightly
different variations or ‘low-cost flavours’, but
the essence of the proposition remains tight
and lean, with the club centred around a
large gym. Figure 2 illustrates the approach
to the facilities proposition that different
low-cost gym operators take.

Figure 2: Facility—mix - Low-cost gym operators.
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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Key Market Drivers
It remains very important for readers
to understand the underlying ‘drivers’
behind the low-cost gym sector.
I now see six important drivers, 6 which
are illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 3: Key market drivers low-cost gym sector.

Digital
infrastructure

Sporadic
attendance to
legacy clubs

Simplicity

Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Market
drivers
for a
low-cost
gym
Consumer
sentiment
towards
legacy clubs

Affordability

Changing
consumer

6. Digital infrastructure has been added since my 2010 report.
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Consumers are changing

Digital infrastructure

I see consumers becoming less obsessed with buying
brands merely as a means to demonstrate social
‘status’. Not so long ago, conspicuous consumption 7
prevailed. Surrounding oneself in ‘aspirational’ items
and showing them off at every opportunity helped to
define our place in society. Just a few years ago, these
‘things’ seemed to matter the type of car mattered,
the hotels we stayed at mattered and so did the club
we belonged to. Today, inconspicuous consumption
prevails as consumers seem less concerned with
purchasing ‘status’ and more interested in
receiving genuine demonstrable value. Increasingly,
this is creating consumers who are more willing to
‘mix and match’ premium and ‘low-cost’ brands.
As Michael Silverstein states in his interview for this
report, 8 there was a time when people did not discuss
‘bargains’ found in the local low-cost store, but now
some people will broadcast their purchases on
Twitter. It is now a ‘badge of honour’ to pay less;
it demonstrates wisdom.

Having the right digital infrastructure creates a
‘win-win’ for both the low-cost operator and the
consumer. The infrastructure embraces such things
as affordable broadband to access the web, ‘Wi-Fi’
networks, interactive websites, biometric access
systems, digital surveillance and mobile platforms
that allow consumers to join online, book activities,
administer their own accounts and essentially serve
themselves. This all makes interacting with low-cost
providers easy and empowering. It means that using
the website to book a class is both fun and fast and
probably quicker than calling reception. Social media
can also be leveraged to connect and communicate
with consumers, which helps to foster a more intimate
relationship. For the low-cost operator, this digital
infrastructure helps to create a ‘lean’ and highly
efficient organisation that ultimately helps to drive
down costs allowing it to offer services at prices
that consumers find very exciting.

7. Purchases that demonstrate social status
8. See page 29
Back to
contents
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Simplicity

Consumer sentiment towards legacy clubs

A low-cost gym is very easy for consumers to
understand. Stripping away the facilities normally
associated with a ‘full-service’ club, apart from the
gym, makes the proposition very clear. Coupled to
this is the pricing policy, which is normally reduced to
a maximum of one or two prices. 9 Many low-cost gyms
provide a contract-free option so the decision to join
becomes more straightforward, with consumers saying
to themselves: “I can try for a month to see if I like it”.
Compare this to a traditional club that may have many
membership types/prices, requiring a sales consultant
to discuss (and sell) the many options (e.g. peak single
membership, off-peak, corporate peak/off-peak, peak
single with/without group classes etc).
As competition in the low-cost gym sector
intensifies, brands will have to avoid the notion
of ‘facility-creep’, which is where additional
facilities are added in an attempt to create a
point of difference. Choice is often good, but
too much can lead to ‘choice trauma’.

There is also a pervading undercurrent of mediocrity
in many businesses, including gyms. Paying a
premium price for a cruise, hotel, restaurant meal or
health club is no longer a guarantee of a memorable
experience. Our service expectations are rising, while
actual delivery is often merely adequate. When was
the last time you were left pleasantly surprised and
delighted by a leisure experience?
Consumer sentiment towards ‘legacy’ clubs is
very mixed. Browse the web and read gym reviews
on sites such as Yelp, Qype, Review Centre and others
and it reveals very diverse sentiment. When I have
investigated online gym sentiment, opinion around the
tangible experience tends to be positive (what people
are saying about the physical club environment,
equipment, facilities etc). However, the sentiment
turns sharply negative when the conversation
reverts to membership contracts (especially long
notice periods) and issues around staff support (e.g.
updating exercise programmes, staff on-hand to
provide advice, and just a general sense of being
valued as a customer).
So how do consumers respond when they read
about mediocre gyms? They decide to ignore the club
industry altogether or instead seek out something
that feels different, better, simpler and more ‘pure’.

9. Monthly leave-at-any-time price, or a lower contract price
Back to
contents
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Sporadic attendance to legacy clubs

Affordability

In my previous UK low-cost gym sector report,
I argued that sporadic member attendance 10
drives some consumers into the low-cost sector.
For example, in the UK many members attend
clubs very infrequently. It can be quite common
for a significant proportion of a club’s members to
attend only once per month, or less. Given that the
average cost of membership to a UK private club
is approximately $68 per month, 11 this can make
‘legacy’ clubs look poor value. Eventually, it prompts
consumers to say: “Why am I paying for a club
I rarely use?”

Many first-time gym users are attracted to try a
low-cost club because the price point is significantly
lower than the country ‘average’. However, it also
compares favourably to alternate ways of spending
leisure dollars. I can hear consumers over the dinner
table saying: “A week at this new low-cost gym costs
me the same as a cappuccino at Starbucks”. I see the
affordability and simplicity ‘drivers’ are closely
aligned. It is a coupling of a great price with an
easy-to-understand proposition that helps to ‘fuel’
the sector.
I believe that each of these drivers is contributing
to the rise of the low-cost gym sector. Some may be
nascent and so less immediately evident. For example,
the concept of a ‘changing consumer’, a consumer
that cares less about ‘status’ and brands, will only
resonate with some readers. However, over time this
will become more evident. Also sporadic attendance
to legacy clubs only ‘drives’ consumers with previous
club experience to potentially try a gym alternative.

10. See Figure 3 – member visit status report from the 2010 UK Low-cost Gym Sector Report
11. Source: The Leisure Database Company
Back to
contents
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Think of a market and you will find low-cost operators
There was tremendous excitement
when Tata Motors, the Indian car
maker, announced the launch of the
‘Nano’ in 2009, billed as the world’s
lowest price car at just 100,000
rupees. 12 Known as the ‘people’s
car’, the Nano 13 takes the modernday car with its ever-growing list
of features and strips it back to
basics, so out go airbags, powersteering, electric windows, radio,
welded parts, gas-guzzling engines.
They even removed the second
wing mirror! Is there demand for
a basic, small and featureless car?
Such was the demand for the first
100,000 Nanos that the company
had to create a ballot system. Who
is the Nano targeted at? You would
think car drivers, but in fact the
core market are people looking to
‘trade-up’ from a motorcycle to a

car. Car ownership now suddenly
becomes a possibility for hundreds
of millions of aspiring consumers.
Also, it can often be the low-cost
segment that creates growth
and a sense of momentum when
other segments are static. For
example, the low-cost car market
is the largest growing segment
in the automotive industry and is
projected to grow 500% by 2020. 14
Siemans has developed a low-cost MRI machine (the
Magnetom Essenza) for use in small clinics and rural
hospitals, using the slogan – “Easy on your budget”

I have looked at other industries
and it is the low-cost segment that
has the strongest growth potential
and sense of momentum.

12. $1,979 at time of launch
13. Nano means ‘small’ car
14. Source: Think small to grow, AT Kearney 2009
Back to
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Low-cost does not mean ‘inferior’
Imagine you have just taken your
seat on a Ryanair flight to Madrid.
You feel like a ‘savvy shopper’
because the return flight cost just
$48, the price of a Levi’s t-shirt.
All is well until the cabin crew make
the following announcement:
‘For those of you flying with
Ryanair for the first time today and
wondering how we keep our fares
so low, let me explain. We operate
a very old and poorly maintained
fleet of Boeing 737s. We cut back
on safety inspections and only
replace critical airline parts when
absolutely necessary. Our pilots
have less flying hours that any
other airline because we recruit the
inexperienced ones who command
lower salaries. Please recommend
us to your friends, and enjoy the
flight!’

AirAsia, recently voted the world’s best low-cost airline for the third
consecutive year (source: Skytrax), is finalising the world’s largest ever
single aircraft contract, ordering 200 A320 Airbus planes. Its vision is
to serve the three billion people who are currently underserved with
poor connectivity and high fares

Does this sound like a compelling
strategy for building a successful
low-cost airline? You are shaking
your head, because it is not. The
reality is that Ryanair has an
expanding fleet of new Boeing
737-800 aircraft and claims one of
the youngest 15 fleets, with its 272
aircraft having an average
age of just three years. 16
Recently, the airline reached
a new annual milestone of 76
million passengers. 17 All lowcost operators must strive for
operational excellence and so for
Ryanair it actually makes more
commercial sense to purchase the
newest, cleanest and most fuelefficient aircraft available. To do

anything less simply compromises
the underlying business model.
So the words that come to mind
when I think of world-leading
low-cost operators are: focused,
efficient, disciplined and techsavvy. A low-cost organisation’s
internal motto could be: “Do less,
but do it well”. However, there
is a very important caveat here,
and that is that low-cost should be
‘provided with humanity’. What
does this mean? It means while
a low-cost operator strives for
operational efficiencies it needs
to remain ‘people-centred’
with respect to employees and
customers. Some believe Ryanair
fails this test, which is why the
brand polarises opinion.

15. Less flying hours
16. Source: Ryanair 2011 investor presentation
17. For the 12-month period ending July 2011
Back to
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The low-cost gym sector is gaining momentum
The shift to low-cost is gaining
momentum, especially as global
economic austerity measures have
the effect of making consumers
feel less prosperous. It provides
consumers with yet more reasons
to test low-cost brands. ‘Can I
pay less?’ is therefore an obvious
question that many ‘savvy’ gymgoing consumers are now asking.
Also, do not expect consumers
to automatically flock back to
premium goods and services as
economies recover, as there is
growing evidence that consumers’
preference for premium goods,
and a willingness to pay more,
begins to erode once they have
experienced the quality of lowcost products.18

‘Worldwide, we expect to see
continued growth at the bottom
and top of the market and a further
decline in the middle. Well-known
names will be humbled by their
inability to escape the middle.’
Michael J Silverstein, Treasure Hunt, 2006

18. How the recession has changed US consumer behaviour, McKinsey Quarterly 2009
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Ian Gamse
Director of Otus & Co

RA How do you define a ‘budget’

So I talk first of ‘market level’ –

The pure ‘budget’ sector is

hotel and what part do these

a measure essentially of the level

particularly prominent in France

properties play in the structure of

of investment in the bedrooms,

where Accor’s Etap and Formule 1

the European hotel industry?

which is reflected in their size

brands are well-established, catering

and furnishings, and then of ‘hotel

particularly to road travellers

IG Many people confuse what seem

configuration’, a measure of the

who need a low-price but reliable

to us to be two different elements

extent of the non-rooms facilities.

overnight stop as they traverse the

of hotel classification – a result of

A hotel at the ‘budget’ market level

country. The hotels are predominantly

relying on star ratings. Hotels offer

is one in which the rooms are small

‘rooms only’, perhaps providing a

non-room facilities – restaurants,

and the furnishing minimal – but that

pre-packed breakfast, but no more.

bars, meeting and event space,

does not necessarily mean that the

leisure facilities, shops, hairdressers

quality of what is provided is poor,

RA When did you first begin to see

and more – and the bedrooms

just that the focus is on the essentials.

significant growth in budget hotels

themselves. It is quite possible for

Many of these are also ‘room only’

and what do you see as the main

a hotel to have just bedrooms, but

or ‘limited feature’ in terms of their

growth drivers for this trend?

for those rooms to be large and

configuration, with non-rooms

luxurious. It is also possible for a

facilities also reduced to a minimum

IG The budget sector itself is

hotel to have multiple restaurants,

– but only in locations where there

well-established but small, making

extensive entertainment and leisure

is some other provision for guests

up about 5% of Europe’s chain hotel

facilities, but small and poorly

to eat.

rooms. What is more interesting

equipped bedrooms. This is why the

The structure of the European

is the way in which budget hotels

Trip Advisor reviews say,

hotel industry is driven by demand,

are beginning to appear not just at

“No way is this place five-star…”.

and the efficiency with which hotel

roadside locations or on business

companies can respond to changes

parks, but in city centres: easyHotel,

in demand patterns.

for example, began offering rooms
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as small as 6 square metres19 in 2005

Second, as the service businesses

and fittings. Taken together, these

and can charge a minimum of $79

that drive most UK hotel demand

two give a sense of the build cost

per night in central London, with no

have matured, the need for hotels

and hence the minimum pricing that

windows. The ‘driver’ is very simple.

to function as quasi-offices has

can generate an investment return.

The first thing you are paying for in

declined, reducing demand for

So far as growth is concerned, across

a hotel room is space, and the more

meeting and conference space.

Europe as a whole it is the ‘economy’

desirable the location, the more

segment that is stronger, with 4%

expensive that space will be. So if

RA How do you distinguish between

annual growth in the last five years

all someone wants from a hotel

a ‘budget’ and an ‘economy’ hotel

against 1% for the budget segment.

room is a bed and a shower, why

and which sector is demonstrating

But if we look at hotel configuration,

waste space and drive up costs by

stronger growth?

it is the ‘rooms-only segment’ that has

providing more?
An important development,

Back to
contents

grown fastest. And the patterns are
IG We use ‘budget’ and ‘economy’

not uniform across the continent.

particularly in the UK, is the

as labels for the two lowest of five

growth of ‘limited feature’ hotels –

market levels. The first key distinction

RA What evidence is there that budget

those offering just a bar, or small

is room size: on average, an economy

hotels stimulate new demand rather

restaurant, along with bedrooms.

room would be 18-20 square

than just encouraging consumers to

The segment has approximately

metres,

quadrupled in the UK in the past

typically 14 square metres21 or much

decade, led by Premier Inn,

less (easyHotel for example). Sizes

IG I am tempted to say none and

Travelodge and Holiday Inn Express.

can vary according to location; if land

leave it at that. Budget and economy

There are two main drivers; first,

values are low, budget rooms can be

hotels do not themselves drive

it is very easy to find a pub or a

larger, but they will be very empty!

demand in the way that a luxury

restaurant in the UK, so hotels do not

The other important distinction is

resort hotel does: I doubt that many

need to duplicate those facilities.

the quantity and quality of fixtures

people travel solely for the pleasure

20

while a budget room is

trade down?

19. 65 square feet
20. 194–215 square feet
21. 151 square feet
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of being able to stay in a budget

quality budget or economy hotel, it

hotel. However, there is a slightly

will compete with neighbouring

more subtle effect. In a city like

mid-market, facility-rich hotels for the

London, which attracts significant

customers who are just looking for

numbers of both business and leisure

a bed for the night. The mid-market

travellers, good budget hotels, or

hotel has higher costs and overheads,

good limited-feature hotels, provide

so either sacrifices margin to get the

a reliable but affordable alternative

business, or stays empty. There is

not just to the large hotels with

still demand for the premium product

numerous facilities, but to the cheap-

offered by the up-market hotels, but

but-nasty hotels, hostels, ‘bed and

they too lose some transient demand

breakfast’ and worse, and that makes

to the economy segment. So the up-

it much easier for the customer.

market hotels then compete with the
mid-market for ‘packaged’ business –

RA What has happened to the ‘mid-

conferences, tour groups, air crew

market’ as the budget and economy

etc. So the mid-market is attacked

sectors have developed?

from both sides. In the UK in
particular, that has exposed a large

IG Very simple. The mid-market gets

segment of the market to a decline

squeezed. Once you have a good

which is not cyclical but secular,22
and probably terminal.
About Ian Gamse and Otus & Co
Ian Gamse is a director of Otus & Co, which provides strategic advice and corporate
finance services to many of the world’s leading hotel operators, owners and investors.
Further information at: otusco.com

22. An enduring and long-term decline
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RA Self-service forms a core part of

and user-friendly tools, with a quick

closer contact with the customer

many different low-cost propositions.

learning curve. This is why you

a company has to adopt a certain

Why do you believe consumers are

see such wide-scale adoption. So

mindset. So the technical ability to

prepared to engage with technology

when these consumers come to a

get closer to the customer, at very

solutions?

commercial setting (such as a gym),

low-cost, is there, but for low cost

the kind of technologies they see

businesses to take advantage of

EK There is a lot of discussion

may sometimes have less features

that they have to shift their mindset.

around a concept known as the

than those used in their everyday life.

There needs to be an acceptance

‘Consumerisation of Information

Combine this with a simple, easy to

that they need to get closer. In my

Technology’. It is not new, but

use and very intuitive interface and

opinion, the problem with some low-

recently has gained a lot of traction.

you normally have a consumer who

cost businesses is they do not want

When you look at the workplace,

can comfortably interact with the

to get too close because they have a

what you see today is that workers

technology.

different perspective, one that says:

are starting to bring their own

“we provide this service at a great

technology to work. If you look

RA What role does the emerging

price, take it or leave it.” In the past

back five or ten years, corporate

‘social web’ have in helping low-cost

this was stipulated by significant

information technology had always

providers across different industries

costs that businesses had to incur

been significantly ahead of consumer

create a sense of connection with

to develop customer relationships;

technology, but this situation has

consumers?

today those costs are no longer there.

completely changed. Today if you

People are already online, socialising,

look at the kind of tools and digital

EK The only thing the social web

discussing things and sharing

solutions that are available to

predominantly does is make contact

experiences.

consumers in their everyday lives,

easier and allow organisations to

they are extremely sophisticated

scale it faster. To genuinely create
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So organisations can join these

a certain threshold because it

more and gravitate towards a

online ‘conversations’, and the cost

would have been unprofitable. The

self-service model.

of joining it is not significant, but

long tail works on the premise of a

first there must be a desire to do

large number of customers, each

RA How do you believe health and

so and secondly a commitment to

generating a very small amount of

fitness professionals will need to

keep this relationship going. The

revenue which becomes significant

re-position themselves as technology

opportunity is definitely there for

when added together. If you think

emerges to substitute some of the

low-cost businesses because they

about it, even companies like Google

tasks that once required people?

can break this image that they are

started out in the long tail by serving

not customer-friendly.

a large number of tiny customers.

EK This question applies to most

The traditional low-cost business

industries today because increasingly

RA Low-cost operators across different

is somewhere in the middle with

activities are being shifted online,

industries proactively embrace new

technology enabling them to lower

or they have been enabled by

technologies. Why do you believe

their costs. With technology what

technology. As organisations start

they are so receptive?

you have to do is invest in building

to automate some of their processes,

a platform, a platform that provides

you will notice that the focus is on

EK The explanation centres on the

various services to the customer.

the weakest value processes.24

concept of ‘long tail’.23 In the past,

However, once the platform is up and

However, not all parts of the customer

businesses were only able to provide

running, customers can start using it

experience can be automated. This

a service that generated a certain

on their own at virtually zero cost to

means the new kind of skills you

amount of revenue per customer.

the organisation. This is why low-cost

will need are people who can

The fixed costs were such that they

businesses tend to use technology

facilitate, moderate and support

were not able to serve anyone below

interactions with customers that
are taking place online.

23. To understand more about the concept of ‘long tail’, see: changethis.com/manifesto/show/10.LongTail
24. A process where the involvement of a staff member adds very little, or may even hinder the customer experience
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Organisations have to figure

facilitate online interactions. Such

to learn how to blend these two

out how to provide these online

Community Managers will emerge in

types of experiences. It will require

experiences because from our

the health and fitness industry. It could

considerable experimentation,

perspective at IESE it requires

be a separate person, or someone

because I imagine that not many

significant resources to ensure

who used to have most of their

clubs presently know how to do this.

they are meaningful and valued by

responsibilities at the gym, but

The present mode of operation is

customers. At IESE, when we move

now 85% of that person’s time will

focused on distinct points of contact

some of the interactions around a

be allocated to interacting with

– a member may visit on Monday,

certain course, online, it is not in

members online.

Wednesday and Friday and there

place of a traditional course, but to

is little inbetween. However, these

complement it. Usually it generates

RA How do you see the health club

are not the only times a member is

a significant amount of discussion

proposition changing as new digital

thinking about their health, so there

amongst participants, but it also

and mobile platforms emerge?

are many opportunities for clubs to

increases the Professor’s workload.

extend this contact. In the past, it

Professors have realised that we

EK I see a more ‘blended’ business

was extremely expensive to provide

will have to continue doing this

model. There will still be components

digital services and probably only

because participants expect it, but

that are delivered in a physical

high-end clubs could afford to

we cannot do it under the ‘traditional’

environment, but the ‘gym’ experience

provide them, but these are no

educational model. So new roles

could be complemented, extended,

longer high-cost propositions.

emerge such as ‘Community

or enhanced with more online

Managers’ who moderate and

interactions. Fitness clubs will have
About Evgeny Káganer and IESE Business School
Evgeny Káganer is an Assistant Professor at IESE and teaches MBA and executive MBA
and executive courses in IT management and online business and Enterprise 2.0. Since
1958, IESE has been offering business education for over 30,000 executives worldwide
and currently offers programs on four continents. Further information: iese.edu
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RA Why do you believe some

gym experience right back to its

removed, the vending machines

consumers are now prepared to

essence‑pure physical exertion.

should remain stocked with high-

trade off the status of premium for
low-cost goods and services?
HM There are two aspects to this.

end energy drink brands, the
RA What is ‘no frills chic’ and

facilities remain clean and well-

why does it matter if someone is

maintained, and the online or mobile

developing a low-cost gym business?

booking process well designed

As you note, status is at the heart of

and efficient. In other words, the

much consumer behaviour. Low-cost

HM ‘No-Frills Chic’ can be defined

experience must still feel high

options can be status symbols for

as low-cost goods and services

quality. For successful operators, the

consumers who want to flaunt their

that add design, third-party high

benefits of creating a ‘No-Frills Chic’

ability to get good deals, but in the

quality elements and/or exceptional

experience are clear ‑ it will win

context of gyms, the embracing of

customer service to create top

over some of the most cost-conscious

low-cost is perhaps less about value,

quality experiences at bottom prices.

consumers, while also attracting

and more about consumers being

Central to ‘No-Frills Chic’ is the idea

other customers away from the more

able to say (both to themselves and

that just because customers want low-

traditional, high-end markets.

others) that for them, the gym is all

cost, does not mean that businesses

about the physical experience and

can get away with providing cheap25

RA As consumers, why do you believe

not about the additional ‘luxuries’:

equipment or facilities. We live

we are becoming more comfortable

the spa, the pool or the classes.

in an economy where consumer

with self-service propositions?

Gyms have frequently sold

expectations remain high, even if

themselves on these additional

their willingness to spend is not.

services, yet for many consumers

So for low-cost gym operators,

HM For consumers who have
grown up online, serving oneself is

there is a certain level of authenticity,

this means that even though the

empowering rather than demeaning.

and therefore status, in stripping the

swimming pool and spa might be

For ‘digital natives’,26 self-service
offers control and convenience, as

25. Cheap referring to: sub-par or inferior
26. Those people for whom digital technologies are an embedded and ‘natural’ part of their everyday lives

long as it is done correctly.
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Low-cost operators should ensure

experience that is painless will

planning and dedication, hence was

that control and convenience is at the

become a critical success factor in

not that popular with consumers more

heart of any self-service proposition,

reaching busy consumers on the go.

interested in the here and now. Now

rather than simply viewing it as a

receiving and redeeming discounts

way to reduce staffing costs. Because

RA What is ‘Price Pandemonium’ and

is virtually effortless. Furthermore,

if self-service goes wrong, brands

how do you believe it will affect the

looking at one’s smartphone at the

have less opportunity to recover

global health club industry?

sales counter, getting the latest deal

the situation, meaning at best a lost
customer, at worse, a vocal critic.

via GPS, signing up to an online deal
HM ‘Price Pandemonium’27 is our

network is just smart. It is a source

The key to making self-service

term that attempts to capture the

of status rather than shame.		

propositions work? Intelligent design

myriad ways that businesses can

How can those in the health

and services that are comprehensive,

approach discounts and deals

club industry capitalise on this trend?

but most importantly relevant to

offered to consumers. While

Flash sales (deals only available

the consumer. Think about what

consumers have always looked out

for a short period of time) can spur

your consumer wants to do, and

for special offers and discounts, new

impulse purchases, while private

then structure everything around

technologies and services mean that

member deal ‘clubs’ allow clubs to

that (default settings, information

brands can be increasingly creative

target customers without damaging

visibility, mobile application

in using pricing to attract and

their brand in the same way as

design, physical services etc). This

retain customers. The main driver

public discounting can. Pricing is

is especially relevant for mobile

behind ‘Price Pandemonium’ is that

becoming more dynamic, and with

applications because, as more and

consumers have become more value-

consumers increasingly broadcasting

more consumers interact with brands

conscious, but discounts have also

their locations, deals can become

via their mobiles, designing a user

evolved. ‘Coupon clipping’ required

increasingly better targeted to those

27. See trendwatching.com/trends/11trends2011/#pricing
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nearby. In the retail space, there
are apps like Shopkick,

28

which

their personal health data, in an
attempt to become ‘Wellthy’.

30

Two

or even wearable, cheaper and more
intelligent ‑ the consumer smart

rewards shoppers with discounts for

things are driving this trend. Firstly,

phones are now more advanced

‘checking in’ to stores and scanning

good health is now as important

than most dedicated medical

products. This could easily be

to some consumers as having the

devices. This ‘consumerisation’ of

replicated by health clubs. Indeed,

biggest, newest or shiniest status

medical information is enabling

we have already seen the New Jersey

symbols, which means that growing

consumers to manage their health

Nets basketball team partner with

numbers of consumers will expect

and more are even beginning to

Gowalla (a mobile location app)29

health products and services to

share their personal health data.

to give away points that could be

improve their quality of life, rather

Health clubs should be looking to

redeemed against game tickets to

than merely treating illnesses and

embrace this, and at how they can

those who checked into gyms, parks

ailments. Consumers are applying the

capture users’ data and make it

or sports bars.

same expectations to ‘health products’

meaningful or fun, so that users enjoy

as to any purchase: they need to

and learn from their time in the gym.

RA What other key consumer trends

be well designed, desirable,

do you believe the health club

accessible, fun and/or interesting.

industry should be tracking?

The other driver is that monitoring
technologies are becoming portable

HM We are seeing an increasing
interest in people wanting to track
About Henry Mason and trendwatching.com
Henry Mason is Head of Research & Analysis at trendwatching.com One of the
world’s leading trend firms, trendwatching.com scans the globe for the most
promising consumer trends, insights and related hands-on business ideas.
Further information: trendwatching.com
28. shopkick.com/app
29. See gowalla.com
30. See trendwatching.com/trends/11trends2011/#wellthy
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RA Many readers appreciate that the

They delivered ‘stripped down’

more full lives if they trade-down

middle market is under threat, but

goods at bargain prices through the

in categories of goods. Airlines are

why? Is organisational complacency

most efficient distribution. The

a good example. They have as an

undermining the middle market?

result was a decline in the middle.

industry made marginal profits since

I would not call it complacency.

deregulation.31 The profit has been

MS Middle market companies have

I would call it the movement of the

concentrated in low-cost carriers.

long enjoyed quiet comfortable

market. It takes a lot of conviction

They have built a point-to-point

lives. These companies in the west

and power to repurpose yourself

network that rivals all, at high profit.

created ‘good enough’ product.

as the market changes.

Southwest Airlines in the United
States for example has very high

They delivered what they delivered
last year. Over the past ten years,

RA Why do you believe affluent

loyalty. Consumers consistently ‘sing

markets have moved. They have

consumers no longer feel a sense

the praises’ of Jet Blue. In Europe,

traded-up and traded-down. No

of stigma or embarrassment when

Ryanair is consistently one of the

longer was it good enough to

choosing low-cost services?

highest performers. Consumers are
simply saying to themselves that they

deliver ‘average quality to average
consumers’. Some newly rich

MS I grew up in a time where you

are smart and ‘savvy’ shoppers.

consumers chose to buy best goods.

did not proudly talk about your

It has happened as a burst of

These goods delivered technical

bargains. You kept them quiet.

consumer power.

and functional advantages and more

Now social media and the internet

importantly delivered emotional

have consumers sharing their

RA When an existing organisation

benefits. At the same time, low-cost

secrets. Consumers have found

is threatened by a low-cost entrant,

providers entered many markets.

they can deliver for themselves

they can sometimes be unclear in
their strategic response. Why does
this happen?

31. The removal of restrictions around fares, routes and schedules thus promoting greater competition
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MS All organisations have a ‘status

MS Gyms are an odd beast. They

less… the long-term health care

quo orientation’. They make money

are largely fixed-cost operations.

costs decline dramatically and

by delivering more of the same.

You build them and hope the

we get higher worker productivity,

They often disregard what is different

consumers will come. Most of the

fewer sick days. The airline

to their frame of reference. That is

growth has been premium gyms

industry suggests growth will

why the leadership team or the CEO

with heavy marketing expenditure.

come from new users.

has to play ‘what if?’ games. What if

Curves is a big exception, building a

the low-cost provider takes share,

mass market, affordable service for

RA You believe that consumers

what happens to us? What if we

women. It has largely been successful.

trade-down when they see no material

try to participate? How can we beat

The world is facing an obesity and

difference between two propositions

them at their game? What resources

health crisis. Our populations do not

at different prices. Why do we seem

do we have that can translate

adequately exercise. Unfortunately,

to have this disconnect between

into advantages? It is a time to

this is habitual behaviour. My guess

organisations claiming to be different

ask questions.

is that if low-cost gyms succeed it will

(worth more) but consumers not

be because they reach a new market.

seeing it?

RA As the global low-cost gym sector

Governments have a significant

develops would you expect to see a

interest in seeing this happen. If we

net growth in consumer numbers or

can get the mass market to exercise,

existing members trading down?

eat healthier diets, smoke less, drink
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MS Every organisation should

MS I do not think the world of gyms

get direct and specific feedback

is only about low-price. I think the

from consumers on their value

real growth market is “proven results

propositions. They should test and

or your money back’’. Measuring

understand differences in technical,

outcomes is the wave of the future.

functional and emotional benefits.

If you give consumers results they

If they have clear data, they can

will deliver renewals and references.

eliminate mistakes. This should be

That seems to me to require skilled,

done on a continuous basis. With

empathetic service labour.

testing, they can prevent rapid
deterioration of market position.
RA The business case for building a
low-cost gym business is compelling,
but many readers may wish to pursue
a different and more service-oriented
strategy. What advice can you
give them?

About Michael Silverstein and The Boston Consulting Group
Michael Silverstein joined The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in 1980 where he leads
their consumer practice. BCG is a global management consulting firm and the world’s
leading advisor on business strategy. His groundbreaking research with 20,000 women
in 21 countries led to the popular 2009 book, Women Want More. This book is the story
of the rising female economy – a $5 trillion global growth opportunity. His prior research
focused on luxury goods and discount products. Both led to two books: Trading Up
(2003) and Treasure Hunt (2006). Further information: bcg.com
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RA Can you describe the tipping

operations, marketing, branding,

DC We think of it this way. ‘Low-cost’

point which triggered Equinox

real estate development and fitness

defines only the price. It does not

entering the low-cost gym segment

programming to create and deliver

define the way we view the member

with the launch of Blink Fitness?

something differentiated and

experience. We have tremendous

sustainable.

attention to detail and always will:

DC Equinox has a long history of

a shared commitment to cleanliness,

innovation in the fitness space and

RA To what extent do you leverage

with equipment always in great

a few years ago we saw what was

the Equinox brand when introducing

condition, staff well trained, super

going on in the low-cost fitness

Blink? Is Equinox a small or major part

friendly and helpful, motivating

space. We identified the need for

of the Blink story in communications?

environment, member-centric culture

an affordable and well-designed

and great design. Luxury is more

fitness offering targeted at those

DC Certainly the Equinox brand is

about how you treat your customer

who do not see the value in a ‘big-

extremely strong. However, because

than services you provide. While

box’ fitness club and the 85% of the

the Blink brand and offering are so

we have the best of the basics our

US population who currently do not

different we would not gain leverage,

mission is to consistently deliver

belong to a gym. Following the 2008

especially in light of the fact that the

a experience/product that over-

recession, value became a primary

markets and consumers we serve are

delivers our member’s expectations.

driver in people’s consumption

very different from those served by

choices and an opportunity opened

Equinox.

RA How are you building a sense of
‘brand’ at Blink that resonates with

up in the real estate market to
pick up great properties for good

RA How do you and your team think

consumers when many components

value. Finally, we knew we could

and act as a low-cost brand when the

of a low-cost gym business can easily

leverage our core competencies in

organisational ‘DNA’ has always been

be imitated?

full-service luxury clubs?
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DC Before the facility components,

piece of strength equipment) provide

RA Can you tell me something

our brand voice was something

additional instruction in a strongly

about your ambition for Blink and

we felt was critical to get right.

branded Blink ‘voice’. Our ‘1, 2, 3’

the emphasis on overseas expansion

With other brands singular focus

stretch area is also an instructional

once established in the United States?

being price, we see our brand as

guided area with animations on

accessible, smart and fun. We want to

both the wall and flooring which

DC Our ambition for Blink is big.

connect with our consumer first at an

give our members a series of core

Our plans call for opening several

emotional level as well as articulating

and stretching exercises. One of the

hundred locations over the next

the amazing value proposition.

things we hear consistently from

five years. In terms of international

our members is how helpful and

expansion, we have been approached

was to create a very easy ‘guided

friendly our staff is and how clean

by several large-scale players to

experience’ for our members which

and motivating the clubs are. The

partner on international development.

includes our own workout menus,

experience is key to what we do

We know there is a lot of opportunity

created by our fitness experts, where

and we do it very well.

for a quality, branded, well-operated

As to the components, our goal

members can choose from different

fitness offering in multiple parts of

levels of a Tone, Burn or Build

the world, and we will definitely

workout which they can pick up at the

seize the opportunity when the

club. Also, our ‘Equipment Talkers’

timing is right.

(instructional placards on each
About Blink Fitness
Blink Fitness launched at the beginning of 2011 and operates three clubs in the New York
area. Clubs are typically 1,579 square metres (17,000 square feet), with a membership fee
of $20 per month before start-up and annual fees. Further information: blinkfitness.com
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Edgard Corona
CEO, Smart Fit, Brazil

RA Why are you developing Smart Fit,

RA What role do you believe Smart

EC Brazilian law does not allow

your low-cost brand, when you could

Fit will contribute to encouraging

fully self-service clubs, so we

focus all management efforts on your

more Brazilians to become physically

provide staff and service in our

successful Bio Ritmo brand?

active?

low-cost gyms. The instructor
provides general supervision rather

EC Two different kinds of members

EC Smart Fit is more affordable so

than being attached to the client

means two sets of needs. This

I believe we are going to attract new

all the time.

is why we have two separate

members into the health and fitness

companies. In Brazil, our high-end

market.

RA In the future, when we are talking
of your legacy to the Brazilian health

clubs are different. We offer a lot of
service in our clubs. For example,

RA Do you believe Smart Fit members

and fitness industry, what would you

we offer free group personal training

can achieve health and fitness results

like people to be saying about you and

so we cannot use the same team

in a self-service fitness environment

Smart Fit?

for both companies. The two

with limited access to fitness

companies act separately.

instructors?

EC We are committed to increasing
health in our country. Helping people
get results and achieving a better
life is our core purpose and why our
clubs exist.

About Smart Fit
A chain of low-cost gyms founded on the principles of providing a good quality and
affordable gym experience. Club expansion is via owned clubs and franchising. Membership
cost from $28 per month, plus $99 annual fee. Further information: smartfit.com.br
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Tony De Leede
CEO, Fit n Fast, Australia

RA Can you describe the ‘eureka’

TD I think that there is an increasing

TD When we first launched Fit

moment when Fit n Fast, your new

number of people, not just in

n Fast we only sold ‘no contract’

low-cost gym brand, was conceived?

Australia, but globally, who are

memberships. We have since moved

looking for genuine value for

on and have introduced a 12-month

TD There was no real ‘eureka

money and are also embracing

contract membership in addition

moment’ in relation to the Fit n

the concept of ‘no frills’.

Fast concept, it was more an evolution

look at the way supermarket

reward people with a lower price if

of thinking during and after my time

shopping habits are changing

they commit to the 12 months, but

at Fitness First. I thought about what I

with the growing popularity of

in order to make it a little easier for

would do if I was going to stay in the

‘value’ products. I think our industry

people if they have a good reason

fitness business and I wanted to have

is following others such as airlines

to exit early from their contract, we

even more of an impact in bringing

and hotels that are introducing the

have pre-prescribed and pre-stated

fitness to the wider market. I believe

‘no frills’, self-service and ‘easy in,

cancellation fees (with different

the Fit n Fast model satisfies two

easy out’ concept that I think will

amounts depending on the time

things that are very important to the

continue to be relevant for more

remaining on their contract). This

wider market ‑ one is value for money

people as we move forward.

32

Just

and the other is time efficiency.

to our no-contract product. We do

makes us very open, transparent
and friendly.

RA Why did you decide to launch
RA Why do you believe Australians

the business without membership

are embracing Fit n Fast?

contracts and what has changed?

32. Paying and valuing only those elements that are fundamental to the product/service
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Tony De Leede
CEO, Fit n Fast, Australia

RA Why are you committing your

will not get them very fit or lose

the ‘I don’t have time’ excuse, they

future to low-cost gyms given that you

weight, it is certainly better than

find that the concept of our ‘Quickies’

have spent a significant part of your

doing nothing, and sedentary

(30-minute workouts) and the low cost

career operating mid-market clubs?

is the present state of the majority

is very appealing. I believe that as

of Australians.

we grow our brand to 200 clubs over

TD I firmly believe that a significant

the next 12 to 15 years we will truly

piece of our future industry will be in

RA What is the legacy that you hope

bring fitness into the mainstream for

the low-cost gym sector. Fitness First

Fit n Fast leaves to the Australian

a large percentage of the Australian

has done a great job of catering to

fitness industry?

population and play our part in

the mid, higher and more ‘consumer

tackling the health issues related to

savvy’ end of the population. I think

TD We now have 10 clubs open. The

the more de-conditioned market

great news is that 40%‑70% of all

are quite uncomfortable with the

people who join our clubs have either

mid-to-high-end clubs. We believe

never belonged to a club before or

that this market will be attracted by

if, they have done so, feel they have

the price as well as the comfortable

been let down by clubs in the past.

feeling I think our clubs have, and

For the people who typically used

heart disease and obesity.

very importantly the emphasis we
have placed on 30-minute work outs.
While we tell people that a 30-minute

About Fit n Fast

workout one to three times weekly

Tony de Leede is a 30+ year veteran of the health club industry, having launched and
grown a number of successful health club chains including Fitness First Australia.
Tony and a group of partners launched Fit n Fast during 2010 in response to
what they believe consumers need today‑ fitness that is ‘Cheaper, Better and Faster’.
Membership rates start from $35 (USD), before collection and quarterly charges.
Further information: fitnfast.com.au
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JS We are primarily a franchise

Jim Snow

organisation and so we have
hundreds of owners and each has

President, Gold’s Gym International,

to understand the low-cost mindset.
At Gold’s Gym International we are

United States

making that shift but we also have
to maintain a strong focus on our full
service clubs. We are creating
RA Why has Gold’s Gym decided to

clubs and is there an opportunity

‘silos’ within our organisation so we

enter the low-cost gym segment?

here for us to participate in this?”

have a National Gold’s Gym Express

That was the impetus behind how

Director and dedicated marketing

Gold’s jumped into the game.

people working on Gold’s Gym

JS Gold’s was looking at this for at
least three years before my arrival;

We deliberately moved slowly

Express. We are still in ‘test’ mode

talking about it, studying it and

before jumping into the sector.

(beta testing) and developing how

our Gold’s Gym franchisees have

We looked at the pro-formas and

this gym format works best for us.

been competing against low-cost

financial returns and concluded from

operators. We have a lot of

an ownership model that it looked

RA How did you decide what facility/

franchisees and we work closely

like a profitable operation, easy to

service components to include in your

with them through the Gold’s Gym

run, especially as a franchisee grows.

Express gyms?

Franchise Association (GGFA), so

For a multi-unit operator who wants

when I arrived I immediately met

to add to their portfolio this club

JS We first looked at it and said

with our National Franchise Council

format looked like an opportunity to

we wanted a high quality box

(NFC). We talked extensively about

have a low-management model that

that represents what we produce

the low-cost operator threat; many

could help them to protect their own

today as a Gold’s gym; something

franchises were asking: “Do we have

market or expand their market

that was high-end, not cheaply

an option?” I would say the East

without the same amount of

built materials, feels good and

Coast (United States) was where the

additional resources.

something that would stand out.

majority of the pressure was coming

Then we said we have to maintain

from. As these low-cost operators

RA How challenging is it for the

the low-management, low labour-

came in, our franchisees really had to

Gold’s team to think and act as a

cost profile which is very important

start looking at it and say: “How do

low-cost organisation when for

to this gym model and key to its

we start competing against these

46 years you have operated as a

success. Predominantly, we went

full service brand?

with a simplified fitness-only model.
Then we started implementing some
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JS We are receiving 30-40 leads a

Jim Snow

month for Gold’s Gym Express from

President, Gold’s Gym International,

potential licensees even though
we are not aggressively selling it.
Our international master franchise

United States

holders are very interested in Gold’s
Gym Express. We like the United
Kingdom and would like to see
unique characteristics. For example,

and they have been asked to do

Gold’s Gym Express there. However,

we have developed virtual personal

studies on existing Gold’s customers

we have to be very cautious and

training in the gym, which is a very

as well as evaluating the marketplace

understand these markets before we

slick unit that has all the videos

from multiple directions. I imagine

step in. This means relying on our

from the Gold’s Institute, which are

there is nobody doing deeper

master franchisees who are experts

accessed via an Apple iPad. We also

consumer studies on pricing and

in these markets. Therefore, I would

included massage chairs and tanning.

consumer behaviours to understand

not be surprised to see some of

They get a lot of use and it provides

what consumers are saying, how they

our international master franchise

a competitive edge; it helps to bring

feel, what the product looks like and

holders’ step into Gold’s Gym

customers into the gym. However, we

the future. We believe price does

Express and start testing it in their

are allowing our franchises the option

drive this segment. There is a very

own markets. Some markets like India

of including these services or not.

large segment of the population that

for example are interesting. Gold’s

However, I want to emphasise that we

is attracted by the low-price point

will have 200 gyms there by the end

are still beta testing.

model. These people have the same

of 2013.

aspirations and desires to lose weight
RA You offer a basic membership plan

and get fit, but they are just at a

from $9.99 per month. To what extent

different point in their fitness journey.

is $10 a significant price point for

We think the Gold’s brand can bring

attracting American consumers?

a lot to the table.

JS I think this is a significant price

RA In the near future, what does

point. We have been doing very deep

the Gold’s Gym Express business

consumer studies. We have employed

look like in terms of clubs open

McKinney, our advertising agency,

and international reach?

About Gold’s Gym International
Established in Venice, California in 1965, Gold’s Gym
operates more than 650 locations in 30 countries.
Gold’s Gym Express was launched at the beginning of
2011, offering a basic month-to-month membership plan
for $9.99 per month. Five clubs were open at August
2011. Further information: goldsexpress.com
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John Treharne
CEO, The Gym Group, United Kingdom

RA How has your original business

being achieved whilst the UK Health

JT We would convert existing clubs

strategy changed since your launch?

Club market is ‘flat’, where there is

if we could find viable propositions,

no real growth and for the first time

in the right location and at the right

JT Our strategy has not altered

in my experience, the industry is

price. We have looked at a number

much since inception as we carried

experiencing a significant number

of such opportunities, including ones

out exhaustive research in Europe

of club closures. Our momentum

that have now been converted into

and the USA before we opened

is driven by our desire to maintain

low-cost gyms, but they simply do

our first gym in 2008. Our focus

our leadership position not just by

not work for us. Presently, we are

continues to be to provide excellent,

opening a large number of gyms,

finding a considerable number of

very clean and well maintained gym

but also by maintaining the high

ideal gym sites to ‘fit-out’,33 so it is

facilities that are amazing value for

quality and successful locations we

highly likely that this will continue to

money. We are also committed to

have secured to date. This focus

be our main focus as we aim to reach

24-hour opening and no membership

is a company-wide desire from

75 gyms over the next few years.

contracts.

our investors, Bridges Ventures,

As has been proved by the failures

to our operational and property

that have already occurred through

management team.

converting clubs in poor locations,

RA How have you been able to

it is absolutely clear that success is

generate momentum around
your brand?
JT We have 15 gyms now open,
reaching 20 by the end of 2011.

RA Why is your property strategy

not just about opening a gym with

to develop new gyms rather than

low membership fees. As ever, as

convert existing clubs?

with most businesses, location is of
paramount importance.

We are on target to reach 35 gyms
open by the end of 2012. This is all

33. Develop from a building shell
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John Treharne
CEO, The Gym Group, United Kingdom

RA What has been your biggest

JT We now have nearly 11,000

RA What future do you see for

single learning since setting up

Facebook users, which exceeds the

mid-market gyms as the low-cost

The Gym Group?

level of many other club operators.

sector develops?

This is because we professionally
JT The importance of sticking

manage our social networks and

JT As in the USA and mainland

to your core values by providing

fully engage with our members. It is

Europe and as has occurred with the

service and maintenance levels

a fantastic communication and sales

UK hotel market, I believe the mid-

that exceed member expectations,

tool, if used properly. However, it

market will diminish significantly

and generally exceeding the levels

provides an opportunity for members

and be replaced by the low-cost

provided by many of the other health

to criticise as well as compliment,

gym sector at one end of the market

club operators in the UK.

so it is not right for those that cannot

and premium brands at the other.

accept valid criticism. No business

In my view, there will be no place

RA Why are so many of your

is perfect, but the key is how the

for inferior or mediocre clubs that

members connecting with your

brand deals with problems and

deliver poor service.

brand on Facebook and what

communicates solutions.

value is it creating?

About The Gym Group
The Gym Group was the second low-cost brand to launch in the UK during 2008.
It presently operates 15 gyms across the UK with monthly membership costing $25.
Recently, the company raised $31.5 million from Bridges Ventures and HSBC to finance
further expansion. Further information: thegymgroup.com
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upon the local competition, we have

Dick Vande Vyvere

some members trading down, but
mainly we look for locations where

CEO, JustFit, Belguim

there is less competition. We attract
more males then females and we see
two main groups of members; the ones
who are taking the first step into fitness
because the price is less of a barrier

RA What inspired you to launch

Ryanair carry people in very good

and ‘sports enthusiasts’ looking to

JustFit, your new low-cost gym brand?

airplanes from A to B, no more no less,

spend less on fitness.

at the lowest possible price.
DV As fitness is still a very young

RA Can you describe your international

industry in Belgium, I saw the

RA You have considerable experience

ambitions for JustFit and in what ways do

opportunity to launch a new

of operating mid-market clubs, so

you believe the concept needs to change

easy-to-access low-cost brand,

how challenging has it been for you

as you begin to export the brand?

offering well-designed facilities

and your team to think and act as a

and transparent and affordable

low-cost brand?

memberships. Also, to use the
latest technology and the ‘web’.

DV For the moment our focus is on
the Belgium market because there is

DV For me it was simple, but it has

still a lot to do. I believe it is better

been a challenge for my staff. They

to be strong in your home market

RA You are a fan of Ryanair. In what

have to adjust their mind-set towards

before expanding into other regions.

ways has a low-cost airline influenced

a low-cost concept involving less

The concept does not require many

the way you operate JustFit?

service, strict rules and guidelines

changes, except adapting to local

regarding cost reduction, as well

financial rules and requirements, but

DV Ryanair has a very clear

as focusing on web and digital

this is ‘back office’ work. Apart from

communication proposition -

marketing.

this, I see other European consumers

passengers are very clear on what

receptive to paying less for a good

they get and do not get for their

RA Is JustFit attracting consumers who

money. They are a very cost-efficient

have never joined a gym before or

business with consistent rules and

members ‘trading down’ from more

guidelines for passengers and staff.

expensive clubs?

We are there to make people feel
and look better, no more no less, by

DV Our members reflect the local

giving them the best equipment at

population which means that all social

convenient ‘triple A’ locations.

classes are represented. Depending

quality gym.

About JustFit
JustFit is presently an eight-club low-cost
fitness chain located in Belgium. Membership
costs $21 per month based on a 12-month
contract. Further information: justfit.be
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< WHAT DO UK CONSUMERS THINK ABOUT
THE LOW-COST GYM EXPERIENCE? >
An important part of this report is to
help readers understand what consumers
think about the low-cost gym experience.

In my previous report, 34 I spent time conducting
a series of depth interviews 35 with members in one
single gym. For this report I conducted more extensive
research across two UK low-cost gym brands, involving
both current and previous members. I am very grateful
to FitSpace and The Gym Group for enthusiastically
supporting my consumer research.

34. 2010 UK Low-cost gym sector report
35. These are detailed one-on-one interviews involving an individual discussing their membership experiences
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Research methodology36
Two online surveys 37 were created for existing
and former members. The first survey was sent to
approximately 21,000 existing members 38 attending
clubs across the United Kingdom. The survey was only
sent to individuals in at least their second month of
membership. The rationale was to understand what
members thought of the gym experience, after they
had moved beyond the initial ‘honeymoon’ period.

per month

About FitSpace
FitSpace was the UK’s first ‘authentic’ lowcost gym brand, opening its first club in
Southern England in 2006. There are now
eight clubs with membership plans starting
from $19 per month.
39

36. You can read more about the research methodology in the appendix
37. See appendix for survey questions
38. Sent to ‘active’ members who had opted-in to receive emails from FitSpace
39. 18-month membership contract
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Response

Previous gym experience

A total of 309 surveys were completed.
The gender profile is illustrated in Figure 4:

Figure 5 illustrates that 20% of respondents were using
a gym for the first time. This split evenly between the
genders. Where members had experience of other
gyms, 60% were male, 40% female.

FitSpace Gender Profile

Previous Gym Experience

57%

20%

43%

Males

FitSpace is
their first gym

Females

Figure 4: FitSpace gender profile
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

80%

Figure 5: Previous gym experience
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Previous gym
experience

Key Findings
The key findings are summarised over the following pages:
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There was a strong agreement around the statement:
“The monthly gym price is excellent value for
money”. Females (4.6) agreed 40 more than males
(4.4), as did members for whom FitSpace was the
first gym they had joined (4.7). Some readers may
be surprised to see a high level of agreement with:
“FitSpace has a friendly atmosphere”.

The brand experience
The following ten statements are arranged so that
statements with the highest levels of agreement
appear first.

4.5

How much do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements?

4.5
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.5
3.3

The monthly gym price is excellent value for money

4.2 4.2

FitSpace is helping me to become a healthier person
I always feel safe when using the gym
FitSpace provides everything that was promised on its website

4.1 4.1

Staff are approachable and helpful
FitSpace has a friendly atmosphere
Staff are available to provide free advice when I need help

4.0

FitSpace emails me with advice and information
FitSpace has all the facilities I need
I know the first name of at least one member of the staff team

3.9 3.9

Figure 6 : Members ‑ How much do you agree or disagree with each
of the following statements? Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

0

1

0.5

1.5

0 = Not at all likely

2

3.3
2.5

3

3.5

3.5

4

Level of agreement

40. This is a statistically significant gender difference
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There was consistent agreement
with this opinion across age
ranges, different lengths of
membership, previous club
experience and gender. Why
might this be surprising? Lowcost gyms operate with less
staff and actively encourage
members to ‘self-serve’. However,
what self-service environments
may foster is a strong sense of
‘member reciprocity’, where
people spontaneously and freely
support each other – I help Rob
programme his treadmill today,
while next week Rob suggests a
great exercise for strengthening
my lower back.

Likelihood to recommend
Members were asked to rate
their likelihood to recommend
FitSpace to a friend or colleague
on a 0‑10 scale. The overall
recommendation rate was 7.9,
with females reporting the
highest rate (8.2).

Would they recommend FitSpace to a friend or colleague

10 =
Extremely
likely

8.2
Females

8.1

Members for whom FitSpace is the first
gym they have ever joined

8.0
7.9

All Members

7.8

Members who have joined previous
clubs before FitSpace

Score

7.7
Males

7.6
7.5
7.4
0 = Not at all likely

Figure 7 : How likely are you to recommend FitSpace
to a friend or colleague? Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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Net Promoter
Net Promoter uses the results
of the above recommendation
question to create a Net Promoter
Score (NPS) with members
categorised as shown in Table 1.
41

Net Promoter Scale
SCORE
(0 - 10)
9 or 10

 7 or 8

 0 or 6

Category

Description42

Promoters

Loyal enthusiasts who will keep buying
and refer others, fuelling growth

Passives

Satisfied but unenthusiastic customers who
are vulnerable to competitive offerings

Detractors

Unhappy customers who can damage your
brand and impede growth through negative
word-of-mouth

Table 1 : Net Promoter Scale. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

The Net Promoter Score is calculated by taking the percentage of
members who are Promoters and subtracting the percentage who are
Detractors (Passives are ignored on the basis that they are unenthusiastic
and indifferent to the brand). Figure 7 shows that FitSpace has an overall
Net Promoter Score of 28. Female members reported an NPS that was 15
points higher than males. It was the younger female members (16-24 age
range) that were driving up the overall NPS, among both those who had
previously belonged to clubs and those for whom FitSpace was their
very first gym.

41. This business metric was developed by Satmetrix, Bain & Company, and Fred Reichheld
42. Read more at netpromoter.com
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Putting this score in context
A 2010 study of 19,000 UK health and fitness
consumers undertaken by Leisure-net Solutions 43
and The Retention People revealed an overall sector
(public and private centres) score of 21. However,
the research produced a score of -16 (minus 16) for
private-sector clubs.44 A minus net promoter score
simply means a brand has more ‘detractors’ than
‘promoters’. 45

FitSpace Net Promotor Score
Score
Age segment
with the highest
NPS (age 16-24)
Females

40

37
30

All Members

28

Males

22
20

Age segment
with the lowest
NPS (age 25-34)

19

10
43. leisure-net.org
44. Only ‘active’ members defined as visiting the club within 28 days of
the survey were used in this study
45. Example: A club has 1,000 members of which 380 are detractors, 400
are passives and 220 are promoters. Ignoring the 400 passives, the net
promoter score is calculated by subtracting the percentage of promoters
from the percentage of detractors: 22%‑38% = -16 (minus 16)

Figure 8: Fitspace Net Promoter
Score. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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Outside Industry Net Promoter Score Comparisons
Table 2 illustrates how these scores 46 compare with other industries.

Company

Category

Country

Net Promotor Score

Apple

Computers

America

72

Subaru

Cars

Australia

35

Jumbo

Supermarkets

Chile

35

Citibank

Credit cards

Indonesia

15

Sky

Internet
Service Provider

UK

14

Table 2: Outside Industry Net Promoter Score Comparisons. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

46. Comparisons were taken from the official Net Promoter website and can be found at this link - netpromoter.com/np/compare.jsp
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What do UK Consumers Think
About the Low-cost Gym Experience?

10 = Extremely likely

Future membership intention
Members were asked the following question: “How
likely are you to still be a member of FitSpace in six
month’s time?” The results are shown Figure 9.
The results suggest that the low-cost gym experience
can be ‘sticky’ for some members. By ‘sticky’ I mean
that members settle into the routine of a ‘self-service’
gym experience and see themselves committing,
at least their short-term future, to the gym. Females
reported a higher (8.1) likelihood 47 to still be a
member in six months time compared to males (7.7).
First-time gym users also reported the same score
as females.

Members for whom
FitSpace is the first gym
they have ever joined

8.1

Females

8.0
Members for more
than one year

7.9
7.8

Males

All members

Members who have
joined previous clubs
before FitSpace

7.7
7.6
7.5
7.4

47. The difference was not statistically significant

Figure 9: How likely are you to still be a
member of FitSpace in six month’s time?
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

0 = Not at all likely
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m

Response
The survey was sent to 24,192 former
members. A total of 733 surveys were
completed. The gender profile is
illustrated in Figure 10:

The Gym Group Gender Profile

About The Gym Group

57%

Males

The Gym Group was the second low-cost
brand to launch in the UK during 2008. It
presently operates 15 gyms across the UK.
Recently, the company raised $31.5
million from Bridges Ventures and HSBC
to finance further expansion.

43%

Females

Figure 10: The gym gender profile. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Key Findings
The key findings are summarised
over the following pages:
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Previous gym experience

The brand experience

Figure 11 illustrates that 17% of respondents were
using a gym for the first time. Similar to the earlier
FitSpace findings, this split evenly between the
genders. As regards to experience of other gyms,
60% were male.

The seven statements shown on page 54 are arranged
with the highest levels of agreement appearing first.
The strongest agreement was around the
statement: “The Gym provided everything promised
on its website”. I see this as supporting the notion that
low-cost gyms are relatively easy for consumers
to understand. In essence, it is a gym-only experience
with a limited pricing matrix and often with a
no-contract option. In fact, I found that first-time
gym users reported a marginally higher level of
agreement (4.3) with this statement than
respondents with previous gym experience (4.1).
Respondents reported a high level of agreement
with the statement: “The Gym would email with advice
and information”. Since its launch, The Gym Group
has offered online joining as the primary method of
purchasing a membership. This requires a valid email
address which means that electronic communication
between the brand and members is simple, fast, and,
as you would expect, low-cost. The ability to rapidly
and cost-effectively communicate with members is
a good first step, but the real value is created when
content is personalised and ultimately drives an
outcome i.e. I now know more (acquire knowledge),
I feel better about this brand (engagement) etc.

Previous Gym Experience

17%

The Gym Group
is their first gym

83%

Previous gym experience

Figure 11: Previous gym experience.
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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Likelihood to recommend
Members were asked to rate their likelihood
to recommend The Gym to a friend or colleague
on a 0 to 10 scale. The overall recommendation
rate was 7.5, with first-time gym users reporting
the highest rate (8.5).

How much do you agree or disagree
with each of the following statements?

10 = Extremely likely
8.6

4.1 The Gym provided everything promised on its website
4

The Gym would email with advice and information

4

I always felt safe when using The Gym

8.5

Members for whom
The Gym Group is
the first gym they
have ever joined

3.7 The Gym helped me to become a healthier person
8.4

3.7 The Gym had a friendly atmosphere

4.1

3.5 The Gym had all the facilities I needed
3.4 Staff were available to provide advice when I needed help

8.2
8

4

7.8

7.6

3.7
3.5

All members

3.4

7.5
7.4
7.2

0

1

0.5

1.5

2

2.5

3

0 = Not at all likely

3.5

4

4.5

5.0

5 = Extremely likely

Females

Males

Members who
have joined previous
clubs before
The Gym Group

7
6.8

Level of agreement
0 = Not at all likely

Figure 12: Former members - How much do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements? Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Figure 13: How likely are you to recommend The Gym Group
to a friend or colleague? Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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The Gym Group Net Promoter Score

Where are you now?

Figure 14 shows that The Gym Group has an overall Net
Promoter Score of 21. Similar to the FitSpace finding, it
was the 16-24 age segment that reported the highest
net promoter score (36). Females with previous gym
experience reported the highest recommendation rates.

Figure 15 illustrates that 31% of
respondents had joined another
gym after leaving The Gym Group.

40

Age segment
with the highest
NPS (age 16‑24)

36

Score

35

31%

I have joined a
different gym

30
Females

22
25

All ex-members

69%

21

Males

I have not joined a
different gym

20

20

15

10
Age segment with
the lowest NPS
(age 35-44)

4

5

Figure 14: The Gym Group
Net Promoter Score.
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Figure 15: Where are ex-The Gym Group members now?
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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Membership duration
Joined another gym — gender analysis
Two-thirds of respondents joining
another gym were male:

Figure 17 illustrates membership duration. When
investigating just the ex-members with experience
of other gyms, I was surprised that 26% stayed for no
more than three months. Clearly, the low-cost ‘gymonly’ experience does not appeal to everyone, so they
tried and then left. 36% of this group then went on to
join another gym

27.4
34.9
26.1

34.5%

Females

6.8

65.5%

Males

Figure 16: Joined another gym – gender analysis.
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

4.8
Membership duration

%

0-3 months

27.4

3-6 months

34.9

7-12 months

26.1

More than a year

6.8

Unsure

4.8

48. Oxygen-consulting.co.uk/think-tank
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I will be publishing
further consumer insights
on the report website. 48

Figure 17: The Gym Group –
membership duration.
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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The following factors were
considered when deciding
which low-cost brands to include
in this international table:

52

The following figure shows the
leading international low-cost club
operators at August 2011.

38

 lear evidence that a club
C
brand is pursuing an allembracing low-cost
business model.

•

 ypical monthly membership
T
price point at least 50%
below the country average. 49

•

 arrow facility mix focused
N
predominantly on a gym and
group exercise proposition.

•

 xtensive technology and
E
web use.

54

141

447

•

70

17

19

80

CLUBS
USA
GERMANY

23

NETHERLANDS
49 Ignoring discounts and membership
contracts longer than 12-months

SWEDEN
AUSTRIA
brazil

Figure 18: Leading international low-cost brands –
number of clubs. Visual
insight Ray Algar 2011

Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

number
of Clubs

447

141

80

70

54

52

38

23

19

17

Country
Brand

Planet
Fitness

McFit

Clever Fit

Easy
Fitness

Basic Fit

Fitness24
Seven

Fit for
Free

Smart
Fit
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Table 3: Leading International Low-cost Gym Operators – Marketing and Product Features. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Leading International Low-cost Gym Operators – Marketing and Product Feature
Brand name

Country

Franchise
offered

Website

24-hour
opening

Yes

12-month contract

24

Simply good looking

No

No

12-month contract

28

Incredibly cheap

easyfitnessinternational.com

No

No

12-month contract

28

Just train clever

No

basic-fit

Yes

No

12-month contract

23

Only the price is basic

Fitness24
Seven

No

fitness24seven.com

Yes

Yes

12-month contract

31

Open all hours

Fit for Free

No

fitforfree.nl

Yes

No

12-month contract

23

Fitness for everyone

Smart Fit

Yes

smartfit.com.br

Yes

No

12-month contract

28

Smart academy

Fitinn

No

fitinn.at

No

No

12-month contract

28

kingdom-of-sports.de

Yes

No

12-month contract

28

No

Clever Fit

Yes

Easy Fitness

Yes

Basic Fit

Kingdom of
Sports

mcfit.com

clever-fit.com

No

Marketing slogan/
communication
theme
Judgement-free zone

McFit

Some
clubs

Typical price
point (per
month)50
10

Yes

Yes

Membership
options

Month-to-month and
12-month contract plans

Planet Fitness

planetfitness.com

Join
Online

50. At August 2011. All prices rounded to the nearest dollar. Based on train-at-anytime membership option.
Excludes any joining and annual membership maintenance fees. Maximum contract length of 12-months
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The fat years are over
Simple. Real. Pleasant.
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The following figure illustrates when each of these organisations was founded:

Country
year launched
ORGANISATION

USA

1992
Planet
Fitness

GERMANY

GERMANY

SWEDEN

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

1997 2000 2003 2004 2004
McFit

Kingdom
of Sports

Fitness24
Seven

Clever Fit

Fitinn

NETHERLAND

NETHERLAND

2005

2007

Fit for Free

Basic Fit51

Figure 19: Timeline showing year brand launched. Visual insight Ray Algar

51. Parent company is HealthCity formed in 1986
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GERMANY

BRAZIL

2008 2009
Easy
Fitness

Smart
Fit
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< LOW-COST CASE STUDY – PLANET FITNESS, UNITED STATES >
Planet Fitness initially emerged from
a small club purchased by brothers
Michael and Marc Grondahl in the state
of New Hampshire, in the North East
of the United States, in 1992.

Facing intense competition from larger club rivals, it
began to embrace a low-cost business model similar to
that being pursued by companies such as Southwest in
the airline industry. For 11 years, the brothers worked
on refining a low-cost strategy for the health club
industry, which in January 2003 led to Planet Fitness
launching as a franchise, following the business model
of successful brands such as McDonalds, Hampton
Hotels and Snap-on Tools. The company operated just
four clubs when it decided to grow via franchising.
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Club growth 2008—2010
Since adopting a franchising model, the company has expanded rapidly
across the United States as illustrated in Figure 20:
Compound annual growth rate 22.5%

2010

387

2009

309

2008

258

0
Number of clubs

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Figure 20: Planet Fitness Club Growth Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Planet Fitness Consumer Proposition
To provide a well-located ‘gym
experience’ at an affordable monthly
fee starting at $10 per month. 52
Consumers can choose a monthto-month agreement or a 12-month
$19.99 monthly Black Card that
provides access to all Planet Fitness
clubs, guest privileges, free use of
sun-tanning beds and other benefits.

Consumers typically join online.
Members can request a free gym
induction or exercise programme
review with a certified trainer.
Clubs offer a selection of cardiovascular and strength training
machines, free weights and a
30-minute circuit area.

52. Plus applicable sales tax, start-up fee typically priced at $29 and an annual $29 ‘maintenance’ fee
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Indicative
Opening
Hours55

Urban Partners Group

A typical club

Business model

Located in ‘strip malls’,53 shopping
centres and free-standing
locations. Clubs range in size from
1,393-2,229 square metres (15,000
–24,000 square feet). Building
improvements are normally in
the range of $95,000-$250,000
to convert an existing gym, or
$250,000-$800,000 for developing
a new gym.

The majority of Planet Fitness clubs
are operated under a franchise
agreement, although there were
42 company-operated clubs at
December 2010. As well as an initial
franchise fee, 54 the clubs pay Planet
Fitness 5% of the monthly recurring
subscription income. Franchise
clubs may also be requested to
contribute 2% towards a national
advertising fund and commit to
invest at least $5,000 monthly to
adequately market the club.

Monday to Friday
24-hours
Weekends
7.00am-7.00pm

53. A strip mall is an open-area shopping centre where the stores are arranged in a row, with a sidewalk in front (Source: Wikipedia)
54. Typically $25,000
55. Opening hours will vary according to State laws
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What consumers say about the brand
I checked the consumer reviews posted by members on Yelp 56 for a
single club in the Astoria neighbourhood of New York. 57 I chose this
club on the basis that members had written 73 reviews, which is more
than other Planet Fitness clubs I could locate. The average rating across
the 73 reviews was 2.69 out of 5. 58 The distribution of reviews is shown
in the following figure:

73

Urban Partners Group

Rating Distribution
Over 73 Reviews
5 star

6

4 star
3 star

20
12

2 star
1 star
Figure 21: Planet Fitness Yelp Ratings Visual insight Ray Algar 2011
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56. Read the review here yelp.com/biz/planet-fitness-new-york-2
57. Using a 1-5 rating scale
58. All data on the following figures are taken from Planet Fitness Franchise Disclosure Document, April 2011
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Membership Income

The following figure illustrates the membership
subscription income 59 for a cross-section of 299
Planet Fitness clubs open for at least 12-months. 60

Upper third

1,938,000

Middle third

1,172,000

Bottom third
Number
of clubs

730,000
$

0

500,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

Figure 22: Planet Fitness Annual recurring membership subscription income-at December 2010
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

EBITDA Margin
Figure 22 61 illustrates the EBITDA 62 margin for three ‘corporate’ 63 Planet
Fitness clubs for the period ending December 2010. These three clubs
were selected from the 42 ’corporate’ Planet Fitness clubs operating at
December 2010 and are representative of the
25-75th percentile. 64

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

All data on the following figures are taken from Planet Fitness Franchise Disclosure Document, April 2011
Comprising 257 franchise and 42 clubs owned and operated by Planet Fitness
My thanks to Bryan O’Rourke for EBITDA analysis‑
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation–search ‘EBITDA’
Clubs owned and operated directly by Planet Fitness rather than franchised
Calculated by ranking the 42 clubs according to their annual membership subscription income from low to high. Search ‘Percentile’ for more information
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EBITDA %
42%

Club – 75th Percentile

54%

Club – 50th Percentile

39%

Club – 25th Percentile

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Figure 23: Planet Fitness EBITDA — three-club sample. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Social media channels65
Facebook

112,463 likes

Twitter

5,854 followers

Table 4: Planet Fitness Social Media Platforms. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

65. At 28 August 2011
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@planet _fitness
IN EVENT OF POWER
LOSS RELATED TO
HURRICAN IRENE,
THE PUBLIC MAY USE
SHOWER/LOCKER ROOM
FACILITIES AT PLANET FITNESS
IN NYC, RI, MA, & NH.

Strategic ambition
Michael Grondahl, the CEO is extremely optimistic
about the company’s future and believes there is
significant growth potential just in the United States,
before it begins taking the brand to other countries.
The company has announced that it has a development
‘pipeline’ exceeding more than 1,000 clubs and Grondahl
has publicly stated an ambition to become the world’s
largest fitness club company. During October 2010,
Planet Fitness secured a $40 million credit facility with
GE Capital to support its growth ambition.

Planet Fitness — Global 500 Franchise List66
Figure 24: Planet Fitness — Hurricane Irene tweet
Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

I was particularly struck by the tweet shown above
published by Planet Fitness on 27th August 2011
while Hurricane Irene was wreaking havoc across
the Eastern coast of the United States and Canada. 		
Such gestures demonstrate the compassionate
side of a brand.

66. Compiled by Entrepreneur magazine
See entrepreneur.com/franchises/planetfitness/329333-0.html

Year

Rank

2011

81

2010

157

2009

116

Table 5: Planet Fitness — Global 500 Franchise List. Visual insight Ray Algar 2011

Time will tell whether Planet Fitness becomes a global
gym leader, but what is clearly evident is that growing
numbers of American consumers are being persuaded
to try low-cost gym fitness, attracted by the location,
pricing and simplicity of the proposition.
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< CONCLUDING REMARKS >
This report investigates how the low-cost
gym sector is emerging internationally
and the key brands leading this growth.

However, for me, the important question is ‘why is
this sector growing?’ I do hope my report helps to
answer this question and provides an explanation for
the momentum in the low-cost gym sector.
I have put forward six key market drivers behind
the low-cost gym sector, adding ‘digital infrastructure’
since my last report. I now see the six market drivers as:
•
•
•
•

Simplicity • Affordability • Changing consumer
Consumer sentiment towards legacy clubs
Sporadic attendance to legacy clubs
Digital infrastructure
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Low-cost does not mean ‘inferior’
The report puts forward a definition for a low-cost
gym which I believe contains five core characteristics.
The definition will help readers to identify those
brands pursuing a deep and ‘authentic’ low-cost
strategy versus those whose strategy is vague
and inconsistent.
The report looks at the different low-cost gym
variations’ and ‘flavours’ that are emerging,67
although internationally there seems to be broad
consensus that the essence of low-cost is a narrow
facility offering, driven by a large well-equipped gym.
As in my previous reports, I have looked outside of
health and fitness to see how low-cost operators are
driving growth in other industries. These case studies
are illuminating because they show that attempting
to ‘out-compete’ your industry rivals is not always
necessary. This is evident in the development of the
‘Nano’, the world’s lowest price car, which does not
attempt to compete against other car-makers, but
instead against manufacturers of motor-bikes.

Some may believe that low-cost gyms deliver
dramatically reduced membership fees by ‘cutting
corners’, by offering something that is inferior and,
ultimately, disappointing. This is not the case when
a business has a deep understanding of the lowcost proposition. Low-cost operators are typically
focused, efficient, disciplined and tech-savvy. 68
They have simply narrowed their definition of a
‘gym experience’, but what they decide to keep in
benchmarks well with higher-priced rivals.
When a consumer decides, for example, to swap
a full-service club for a low-cost gym, they are
trading-off the facilities they do not value; what
remains must ‘feel’ right, 69 otherwise over time it
will simply lead to a tension that will ultimately
result in the member leaving.
The report captures the insights from a number
of influential people both from outside and inside
the industry. You will see that many of the interviews
contain the following consistent themes:

67. See Figure 2 – facility mix
68. Technology can often improve a process and ultimately improve the member experience such as providing online booking in place of telephoning the club
69. This includes myriad of factors including club location, parking, opening hours, equipment function/availability, staff attitude and club atmosphere.
I view the low membership fee as only one part of the ’recipe’
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Low-cost does not mean ‘inferior’
•

 he ‘middle market’ in many industries is under
T
attack from both the low-cost and premium
segments. The ‘monopoly of the middle’ is ending.

•

 onsumers are becoming increasingly
C
comfortable with the use of digital tools and
self-service, which are core components of
a low-cost proposition.

•

 onsumers no longer hide their low-cost
C
purchases, filled with a sense of awkward
embarrassment, but instead openly talk about
them and ‘boast’ of their savings on social
networks.

•

 hose parts of the consumer proposition that
T
provide low levels of value 70 are most likely to be
automated. This means we should expect some
staff roles to be changed or ultimately eliminated.
Staff who embrace this new ‘digital future’ will be
better prepared and more employable than those
who try to cling to the past.

•

 onsumers have demanding expectations even
C
when the price they pay might be low. In the
context of a low-cost gym proposition, every
element of the member experience from website
usability through to the temperature of the shower
water must be flawlessly executed. It is the total
sum of all these ‘touch-points’ that will ultimately
determine the quality of the experience.

70. For example, a staff position that focused on producing printed marketing and materials could change or
disappear altogether as communications become more digitally focused – email, blog and social networks
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Consumer research

Are low-cost gyms good for the industry?

A core part of this report was to understand what
consumers think about the low-cost gym experience.
I hope that the insights from previous and current
low-cost gym members help to explain why
consumers are finding these clubs appealing.
This research tells me that these low-cost gyms
are ‘delivering’ on the brand promise. Members
feel safe; they are getting results and they love the
price. Recommendation rates were high and the
Net Promoter Scores were significantly superior
than reported in other UK research.
In terms of global low-cost gym brands,
Planet Fitness (USA) with 447 clubs leads the
table, followed by McFit (Germany) with 141
clubs and Clever Fit (Germany) with 80. This report
provides a detailed case study on Planet Fitness,
which has seen remarkable growth since launching
from a single club in 1992.
Compound annual growth rate of its clubs has
been 22.5% between 2008-2010, while earnings
before interest and depreciation at a three-club
sample ranged from 39%-54%.

Yes, and here is why. Low-cost gyms are injecting
excitement and momentum into the global health
club industry. They have a compelling story to tell
which consumers, journalists and other stakeholders
are finding exciting and different. They are also
challenging existing clubs to re-examine their
own member proposition because consumers will
increasingly question why they are paying high fees
if they are receiving what feels like a self-service
experience. The result is that low-cost gyms challenge
the entire industry to ‘raise their game’. Existing clubs
unable or unwilling to do this will progressively look
poor value, out-of-touch and ultimately irrelevant.

71. Holmes Place describes itself as a ‘premium wellness brand’
and operates 75 clubs across 10 countries

So what is your strategic response
to the low-cost gym sector?
After reading about the rise of low-cost gyms, it is
understandable to jump to the immediate conclusion
that the future is all about ‘low-cost’. However, this
is not necessarily the only future and so careful
reflection and analysis is required before choosing
a response that is likely to have long-term strategic
consequences. Take Neil Burton, CEO at Holmes Place
Central/Eastern Europe, 71 who is thinking carefully
about how the rise of the European low-cost operators
are influencing his member proposition:
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continued
‘It has focused me on our specific proposition ‑
why become a member of Holmes Place? More than
anything a premium experience relies on people to
deliver it ‑ premium brands cannot survive without
exceptional teams engaging with customers. The
Holmes Place vision, “Inspiring People to Live
Well” engages the member at three different levels
‑ moving, eating and feeling well. The development
and differentiation of these three strands is key
to define our place in the market and we are putting
intense focus on how to deliver the best possible
experience in these areas.’
There were approximately 133,500 72 clubs worldwide
at the end of 2010 and if you asked the owners of these
clubs how they see their business evolving only some
will be talking of a low-cost future. For while a part
of the industry see a ‘stripped-down’, more leaner,
low-cost self-service gym experience, others will
be pursuing something more service-oriented and
‘operationally intimate’. Both have a place, a viable
future, and help members to live healthier and more
active lives. Ultimately, club owners will have
to answer some tough questions such as:

•

W hat is the underlying purpose 73 driving this business?

•

W hat do I want my business to stand for?

•

 hat type of business am I passionate and
W
excited about developing?

•

W hat will be my personal legacy to the
health club industry?

•

W hat difference am I trying to make?

These are challenging but vitally important questions,
so do not rush to the first answer. Test your answers
on your team, industry colleagues, friends and family
and constantly refine them. When the ultimate answers
arrive, they will provide clarity and the ‘fuel’ that
will inspire you and your team to make yours a truly
remarkable club.

72. IHRSA 2011 Global Report
73. To clarify your club’s purpose, complete the ‘Purpose Profiler’ at - purposethebook.com/purpose_profiler/take_the_profiler
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< Advice for higher-priced clubs losing significant numbers of members to low-cost gyms >

Evaluate your
service metrics ‑
something is going
wrong for members
who are asking
themselves: “Can
I get the same or
better experience
or the same for a
lower price?”

Investigate the
percentage of
‘walk in’ business
the club is
converting
to sales; this
often indicates
performance of
reception and
sales staff

Consider Net
Promoter Score
to evaluate your
business against
other service
industries

Review what people
are saying about
the club online

Strengthen the
perceived quality
of the offering
by building
partnerships with
other premium
brands

Harness social
media and your
website to
enhance the brand
experience via
interesting and
informative content

Source: Neil Burton, Chief Executive Officer at Holmes Place Central/Eastern Europe
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RA As the industry begins to

on the equipment consoles in order

machine which provided a low-

embrace ‘self-service gyms’, how

to communicate with their members,

impact, natural motion easily adopted

is this influencing Precor’s product/

all without staff.

by inexperienced exercisers. This

service strategy?

year we added instructional videos
RA How is Precor responding to the

as a feature within our equipment

DJ Self-service operators rely heavily

fact that low-cost gyms are attracting

that help inexperienced exercisers

on web technologies to manage their

inexperienced exercisers, many of

learn not only how to operate the

businesses. Online membership

whom are joining a club for the

equipment, but how to get the most

registration and remote video

first time?

results. For example the treadmill

monitoring are common examples.

video includes coaching on proper

These are consistent with the entire

DJ We are excited about the addition

form and stride rate that applies to

emerging category of networked

of new exercisers to clubs. Attracting

running both on and off the treadmill.

fitness. Precor entered this space

more people to a lifestyle of health

with Preva™, our networked fitness

and fitness should be the ultimate

RA Why are low-cost gyms buying

product. Precor recognised a need

goal of everyone in our industry. We

Precor equipment when cheaper

for operators to monitor and manage

all know that there is no shortage

alternatives are available?

their equipment with technology to

of people who need to make a

compensate for a low staffing model.

lifestyle change. If we can not only

DJ Two of the reasons that low-cost

With Preva™ Business Suite operators

attract them, but help them achieve

gyms choose Precor when they are

can monitor the status of their

their goals, the entire industry will

building their businesses are a focus

networked Precor cardio’ equipment

expand. The Precor approach has

on member needs and a business

conveniently on a website. They

always included a focus on the

view that goes beyond initial

can get an instant reading on usage

member experience to help new

purchase price. On the member

patterns, maintenance needs, and

exercisers. The most famous example

need side, prospective members of

even programme messages to appear

is the introduction of the elliptical

a low-cost gym are willing to trade
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some services and amenities for the

DJ Earlier this year we launched

exercisers to try new things like

lower fees. What they are not willing

new cardio’ equipment, the

intervals rather than following

to compromise is the quality of the

Experience Series 880 Line. This

their old pattern of selecting

workout. A successful low-cost gym

equipment features a touch-screen

‘QuickStart’. We see facilities with

matches or exceeds the equipment

experience that rivals the best in

the new technology experiencing

offering of other clubs in its area.

personal electronics. With the rise

a shift in their member behaviour

On the business side, leading low-

of tablet computers and smart

to at least 35% of members using

cost gym owners join other smart

phones, the consumer expectation

a programmed workout, which is

business people in recognising that

of the user interface has risen

exciting because mixing up the

the total cost of ownership of a major

dramatically. Our new equipment

routine will lead to a higher rate

capital purchase goes well beyond

delivers on that expectation not

of goal achievement.

the initial purchase price. All of our

because we now have technologies

customers appreciate the reliability

like capacitive touchscreens and

of our equipment, the responsiveness

gesture-controlled menus, but

of our service network, and the

because the way our designers

overall ease of doing business

used those technologies to

with Precor.

deliver a fitness experience is so
extraordinary. For example we are

RA How is Precor responding to

using the beautiful resolution of the

the low-cost gym sector’s enthusiasm

new screens to showcase a ‘Featured

for embedding technology into the

Workout’ that changes daily. This

consumer experience?

new presentation is encouraging
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< FURTHER READING AND DISCUSSION >
Readers can discuss the implications of this report, download further copies, and provide
suggestions for future editions. Registration is free and takes just a few minutes. The address
is: Oxygen-consulting.co.uk/think-tank Please direct your colleagues to the website in order
to download their own copy of this report.

Report corrections
Please leave a comment on the Oxygen Think Tank 74 should you find any errors.
This report can be amended quicker than it takes you to say:
‘I cannot believe that one week at a low-cost gym is the same price as a cappuccino!’
74. Oxygen-consulting.co.uk/think-tank
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< APPENDICES >
Two UK-based low-cost gym operators
were approached to provide access to
past and current members in order to
conduct an online survey.

Depth interviews were conducted
with only existing members for
my 2010 report. For this report I
wanted to gather quantitative data
so that statistical analysis could be
undertaken.
I was not granted direct access
to the membership data and so I
requested the following parameters
when developing the sample of
members to receive the survey.
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Ex-member survey

Member survey

•

 he survey was sent to
T
individuals who had previously
belonged to gyms in different
parts of the UK.

•

 he survey was sent to
T
individuals who were members
at different gyms across the UK.

•
•

 embers had left the gym
M
at least one month before
receiving the survey. This
was because I wanted to
establish if they had moved
to a different club.

 embers were given the
M
chance of winning an iPod
as an incentive to complete
the survey.

•

 n email reminder was sent
A
as a prompt for members
to complete the survey.
Members were also
prompted via Facebook.

•

 he online survey was
T
emailed to approximately
21,000 members.

•

 x-members were given the
E
chance of winning an iPod
as an incentive to complete
the survey.

•

 n email reminder was sent as
A
a prompt for ex-members to
complete the survey.

•

 he online survey was emailed
T
to 24,192 ex-members.
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Member survey questionnaire
Statement

Agree
strongly

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

How much do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements?

1

2

3

4

5

FitSpace provides everything that
was promised on its website

1

2

3

4

5

FitSpace has a friendly atmosphere

1

2

3

4

5

I always feel safe when using the gym

1

2

3

4

5

Staff are available to provide free advice
when I need help

1

2

3

4

5

Staff are approachable and helpful

1

2

3

4

5

I know the first name of at least one
member of the staff team

1

2

3

4

5

FitSpace has all the facilities I need

1

2

3

4

5

FitSpace emails me with advice and information

1

2

3

4

5

The monthly gym price is excellent value
for money

1

2

3

4

5

FitSpace is helping me to become a
healthier person

1

2

3

4

5
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How likely are you to recommend FitSpace to a friend?

More about you:

Not at all likely
to recommend

Are you:
Male
Female

0

1

2 3

Definitely
recommend

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How likely are you to still be a member of
FitSpace in six month’s time?
Not at all likely

0

1

2 3

Extremely
likely to be a
FitSpace member

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How long have you been a member of FitSpace:
0-3 months
4-6 months
7-12 months
More than one year
Unsure

unsure	

Previous gym experience
Which of the following best describes
your previous gym experience

Personal training session
Have you paid for
a personal training
session since
joining Fitspace?

y es

No

Your age:
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+

FitSpace is the first gym I have ever used
I have used other gyms before joining FitSpace
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Ex-member questionnaire
Statement

Agree
strongly

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Staff were available to provide advice
when I needed help

1

2

3

4

5

The Gym had all the facilities I needed

1

2

3

4

5

The Gym had a friendly atmosphere

1

2

3

4

5

The Gym would email messages with advice
and information

1

2

3

4

5

The Gym provided everything that was
promised on its website

1

2

3

4

5

The Gym helped me to become a
healthier person

1

2

3

4

5

How likely are you to recommend The Gym to a friend?
Not at all likely
to recommend

0

1

2 3

Definitely
recommend

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

If answer 0-8, what is the single most important thing that The Gym should do that would
make you more likely to recommend us?
If answer 9-10, what is the single most important thing that makes you likely to recommend The Gym?
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Where are you now?

More about you:

Since leaving The Gym, which of the following
best describes where you are now:

Are you:
Male
Female

1. 	I have joined a different gym. If you have joined a new gym;
have you joined a gym at:
1.1 A lower monthly price
1.2 A similar monthly price
1.3 A higher monthly price
2

I have not joined another gym. If not joined a new gym,
how likely is it that you will be joining a gym in the
next six weeks using a 0-10 scale?

Not at all likely

0

1

2 3

Definitely

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Your age:
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
How long have you been a member of THE GYM:
0-3 months
4-6 months
7-12 months
More than one year
Unsure
Previous gym experience
Which of the following best describes
your previous gym experience
The Gym is the first gym I have ever used
I have used other gyms before joining The Gym
Thank you for completing this survey.
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75. waveleisure.co.uk
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